BYU Young Ambassadors presents
Welcome Home: A Family Celebration

Home of the Brave by Paich, Lukather, Webb, and Williams
Young Ambassador Show Band
Arrangement: David Allen

Welcome from Brother Bear by P. Collins
Preston Taylor, Channing Weir, Johnathan Tanner, Hannah Dalley
Choreography: Matt Davies, Tanner DeWaal; Arrangement: Michael Biancardi, Eric Hansen

Life Is a Highway by T. Cochrane
Scott Hendrickson and Cole Davis
Choreography: Heather McDonald; Arrangement: Michael Biancardi, Eric Hansen

Hooray for Hollywood by R. Whiting and J. Mercer
Daniel Gallacher, Lucas Pessoa
Choreography: Tanner DeWaal; Arrangement: Carl Stephen Hammer

Somewhere Over the Rainbow from The Wizard of Oz by H. Arlen and E.Y. Harburg
Ellora Lattin
Arrangement: David Allen, Michael Biancardi

Ease On Down the Road from The Wiz by C. Smalls
Jessica Jensen, Daniel Wallentine
Choreography: Taylor Stanger; Arrangement: Michael Biancardi, Eric Hansen

Singin' in the Rain from Singin' in the Rain by N. Brown and A. Freed
Cagen Tregeagle, Hannah Cutler
Choreography: Cooper Sutton; Arrangement: Lyle Durland, Randy Boothe

Another Day of Sun/ Can't Stop the Feeling by J. Hurwitz, B. Pasek, J. Paul/ J. Timberlake, M. Martin, and Shellback
Kaitlyn Lunt, Lucas Pessoa, Jayne Edwards, Cole Davis
Choreography: Jeff Whiting, Caleb Allred, Kelsey Phillips; Arrangement: David Allen

Seattle by H. Montenegro, E. Sheldon, and J. Keller
Scott Hendrickson
Choreography: Javier Misiego, Greg Tucker; Arrangement: Ross Boothe
A Whole New World from Aladdin by A. Menken and T. Rice
Preston Taylor, Emily Taylor
Arrangement: Randy Boothe

End Credits from Far and Away by J. Williams
Company
Choreography: David Tinney, Taylor Stanger

The Way of Things from Polly by S. Perry and J. Perry
Channing Weir, Preston Taylor; Dancers: Hannah Dalley, Kelsey Phillips
Choreography: Michelle Boothe; Arrangement: Eric Hansen, Michael Biancardi

Route 66 by B. Troup
Kaitlyn Lunt, Jayne Edwards, Daniel Gallacher, Lucas Pessoa
Choreography: Taylor Stanger; Arrangement: Carl Stephen Hammer

Can’t Help Falling in Love by Weiss, Creatore, Peretti
Anna Tanner, Daniel Gallacher
Choreography: Kelsey Phillips, Preston Taylor; Arrangement: S. Oremus

Let’s Hear It for the Boy from Footloose by T. Snow and D. Pitchford
Ellora Lattin; Dancer: Cagen Tregeagle
Choreography: Matt Davies, Tanner DeWaal; Arrangement: Ross Boothe

Two People Fell in Love by B. Paisley, K. Lovelace and T. Owens
Johnathan Tanner
Arrangement: Joseph Facer

Shoeless Joe from Hannibal, Mo. from Damn Yankees by R. Adler and J. Ross
Hannah Cutler
Choreography: Becky Wright Phillips; Arrangement: Michael Biancardi, Eric Hansen

Down in New Orleans by R. Newman
Kaitlyn Lunt, Jessica Jensen
Choreography: Kelsey Phillips; Arrangement: David Allen

Waiting for the Robert E. Lee by L. Muir and L. Gilbert
Anna Tanner, Daniel Gallacher
Choreography: Dee Winterton, Becky Wright Phillips; Arrangement: Lon Madsen

Chicago Medley by Lamm, Pankow, Cetera, and Foster
Young Ambassadors Show Band, David Allen
Arrangement: David Allen

Chicago (That Toddling Town) by F. Fisher
Christian Wawro
Choreography: Cayel Tregeagle; Arrangement: Eric Hansen
Down with Love by H. Arlen and E.Y. Harburg
Jayne Edwards, Daniel Wallentine
Choreography: Cayel Tregeagle; Arrangement: Eric Hansen

On Broadway by B. Mann, C. Weil, M. Stoller, and J. Leiber
Ren Cottam
Choreography: Cayel Tregeagle; Arrangement: Lon Madsen, Gaylene Ellis Anderson

Yorktown (The World Turned Upside Down) from Hamilton by L. Miranda
Christian Wawro, Lucas Pessoa
Choreography: Heather McDonald; Arrangement: Michael Biancardi

Once Upon a Time from Brooklyn by M. Schoenfeld and B. McPherson
Hannah Dalley
Choreography: Taylor Stanger; Arrangement: Ross Boothe

When You’re Home from In the Heights by L. Miranda
Ren Cottam, Emily Taylor
Choreography: Taylor Frey, Cayel Tregeagle; Arrangement: Michael Leavitt, David Allen

Show Off from The Drowsy Chaperone by L. Lambert and G. Morrison
Kelsey Phillips
Choreography: Tanner DeWaal; Arrangement: Ross Boothe, Randy Boothe

We’ll Be There by Day, Baker, Olsen, and Schwartzman
Preston Taylor, Channing Weir
Arrangement: Ross Boothe, Eric Hansen

Journey of No End by R. Boothe
Hannah Dalley, Johnathan Tanner
Arrangement: Ross Boothe, Eric Hansen

I Am a Child of God by M. Pettit and Randall
Company
Arrangement: Gaylene Ellis Anderson

(end)